Abstract
Introduction: War Reparations in Theory and in Practice
It is a widespread belief that the consequences of war, particularly of major wars, inevitably escape strict juridical appraisal. For various and often contradictory extrajuridical reasons, factors above and beyond the law seem to determine how the consequences of war are dealt with. On the one hand, the need to re-establish conditions which render a peaceful co-existence possible suggests far-sighted magnanimity; on the other hand, a drive for punishment, and possibly for vengeance, requires that wrongdoers are dealt with severely. Politics, not law, is reckoned to dictate the rules.
Yet, throughout the twentieth century, international law succeeded in developing principles and rules to deal with acts of aggression by states. It is striking how little For debate on the scope of the norm, see 'ILC Report of Its 52nd Session', (2000), GAOR A/55/10, at 31, para. 95: 'The view was expressed that the reference to "full reparation" in paragraph 1 was questionable for the following reasons: the goal was not full reparation, but as much reparation as possible to remedy the consequences of the wrongful act.' In its commentary to Article 31, the ILC speaks of the obligation to make full reparation 'in the Factory at Chorzow sense'. scholarship has been devoted to the question of post-conflict settlement, as compared with the vast amount of scholarship devoted to matters such as a definition of aggression or the range of measures which the international community can take to defeat aggression. The avoidance in international legal doctrine of verifying its own presumptions on the consequences of aggression by examining actual state practice casts doubt on the correctness of those presumptions.
This hesitation is, however, unjustified. As the present writer tries to demonstrate elsewhere, 1 the consequences of aggression are in themselves comparable to the consequences of any other international wrong, at least with regard to reparations. The codification work of the International Law Commission on the topic of state responsibility has clearly shown that war settlements are not to be dealt with on a basis different from the settlement of other international disputes, both from a theoretical and a practical point of view. While the possibility of a lex specialis is recognized in Article 55 of the Draft Articles on State Responsibility, and a saving clause in relation to the Charter of the United Nations is contained in Article 59, 2 there is no similar provision to Article 75 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, which expressly excepts the case of an aggressor state. Therefore, in the case of war reparations, as much as in the case of any other internationally wrongful act, the responsible state is under the obligation contained in draft Article 31 to make 'full reparation' for the injury caused. Of course, it is debatable what 'full reparation' actually means, 3 but we can assume, for the sake of clarity and with some degree of ingenuousness -knowing the ILC's dexterity in skimming over delicate questions -that the chosen formulae should be interpreted with its ordinary meaning and that therefore 'full' means exactly what that word conveys to an ordinary person. Interestingly, the ILC, on the second reading of the Draft Articles, decided to delete the proviso made in an earlier draft of the Article dealing with reparations, according to which 'in no case [shall] reparation result in depriving the population of a State of its own means of subsistence'. 4 For the Special Rapporteur, James Crawford, such a proviso, clearly devised to take into account the consequences of 'major disasters like the Second World War', would be both unnecessary and ambiguous, because it confuses questions related to the quantum dare with those related to the means of payment. 5 What is even more telling, the call for its deletion came from the governments. For example, for the United States the proviso would have created 'avenues for abuses'; 6 for Japan, the proviso could be used as a 'pretext by the wrongdoing State to refuse full reparation'. 7 A predictable exception was that of the German Government, 8 which pleaded for the maintenance of the proviso in the Draft Articles. Its position is noteworthy not only because it was advanced as a matter of principle, but also because it referred to international practice, such as the implementation through the UN Compensation Commission of Security Council Resolutions 662 and 687 relating to the Iraqi aggression against Kuwait.
The deletion of the proviso of then Article 42(3) upset some scholars, such as Tomuschat, who wrote that the criticism levelled against the proviso overlooked the full dimension of the problem and was inspired by 'petty fears'. 9 But, on closer scrutiny, the ILC decision to delete the proviso is coherent with its purpose to keep strictly to the exclusive codification of general secondary rules. Indeed, there are some undeniable peculiarities in the rules dictating the consequences of a war of aggression, if only because of the immeasurability of material damage which such wars often cause and which in practice requires some mitigation from the principle of full reparation. Nevertheless, the reasons for such a peculiarity are often misapprehended in the international law literature. In the settlements which followed the First and Second World Wars, a common pattern was discernible, which it would be false to dismiss cursorily as 'victors' justice'. Just as in the national context in the aftermath of a revolution or of a civil war a new constituent power creates a new legal order, so in the international context the legal order is reconstituted. It is international law itself which bestows a constitutionally relevant status on the states which at that time are in a better position to articulate, defend and impose certain standards of international society. 10 Here again it is interesting to refer to the solution proposed by the ILC in its Seen in this perspective, the resolution of the issues at stake after a major conflict, in particular those dealing with reparations, becomes a mixture of obligations, sense of opportunity and reasonableness. What we are now experiencing with the United Nations Compensation Commission (UNCC) is an ambitious attempt to substitute and strengthen the traditional loose pattern of cooperation between the victorious powers with a highly institutionalized framework provided by the UN, in order better to reach a settlement which satisfactorily achieves the imperatives of principle and policy.
The Security Council's Competence
Ten years ago, the Security Council adopted Resolution 692 11 and instituted the UNCC and the Compensation Fund. Some authoritative and outspoken scholars, such as Arangio-Ruiz and Graefrath, condemned the regime as being both beyond the range of the Security Council's competences and unfounded in international law. 12 Other, more prudent commentators regarded this new expression of the Security Council's 'interventionism' with anxiety, but eventually found justification for its legality in the framework of the Security Council's competences under Article 41 of the Charter. 13 But, on a closer look, the broader implications of the latter argument do not convince. In fact, to select Article 41 as the basis of Resolution 692 is equivalent to stressing the political quality of the Security Council's decision and minimizes or fully denies its relevance as an enforcement of general international law principles. This position overlooks the fact that the establishment of the UNCC did not have as a goal the sanctioning of Iraq, but rather the effective handling of millions of claims by establishing a regime which could at one and the same time do justice to the rights of the injured and take into account the needs of Iraq's people. Until now, it has not been sufficiently noted that the UN management of Iraqi war reparations is as much a guarantee of Iraq's interests as of those of the claimants, in that it deals with masses of potentially disruptive claims in an impartial and orderly manner.
The pivotal argument of the present contribution is that the Security Council, by establishing the UNCC, acted with the conviction that it was operating in accordance 14 The present author does not fully agree with the view that the UNCC would fit in the tradition of time-honoured claims commissions: see Bederman, 'The United Nations Compensation Commission and the Tradition of International Claims Settlement', 27 New York Journal of International Law and Politics (1994) 1; Bederman, 'Historic Analogues of the UN Compensation Commission', in Lillich (ed.), UN Compensation Commission (1995) 257. This perspective may be right for some aspects, but it certainly is erroneous when it presents the UNCC as an umpteenth example of 'victors' justice'. Bederman, 'The United Nations Compensation Commission', at 6, maintains that: 'Given this history, the character of the UNCC as a retributive instrument of international power politics should hardly be surprising . . . Claims settlements practice had retained -even in this century -coercive, unilateral, and fundamentally inequitable features.' Given this assumption, one can only read with some perplexity Bederman's closing words (ibid, at 42) that 'far from being unprecedented and anomalous, the UNCC should be vindicated as the fulfilment of the ideal of peaceful settlement of disputes' (emphasis added).
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Among the many commentators who succumbed to this temptation, see Garmise, 'The Iraqi Claims Process and the Ghost of Versailles', 27 New York Journal of International Law and Politics (1992) 840 (with the extenuating circumstance of the author's intention to show up her wit by alluding to a successful opera staged at that same time at the Metropolitan Opera House); Bederman, 'The United Nations Compensation Commission', supra note 14, at 6; Graefrath, 'Iraqi Reparations', supra note 12, at 45; Boelert-Suominen, 'Iraqi War Reparations and the Laws of War', 50 Zeitschrift für öffentliches Recht (1996) with general international law.
14 Of course, there are some novel aspects to the UNCC. One novel aspect can be found precisely in the fact that the UNCC offers a unique mechanism of non-discriminatory -with the notable exception of Iraqi claims (which we shall return to later) -claims management and allocation on a worldwide basis. The UNCC does not represent the interests of a single state, for example Kuwait, nor of the coalition of states which fought for the liberation of Kuwait, but rather of the whole international community. It is incorrect, from both a historical and a methodological standpoint, to evoke as a UNCC predecessor the Versailles Inter-Allied Reparation Commission established after the First World War. 15 It suffices to observe that one of the major criticisms levelled against the Versailles Commission was in fact the absence of a connection with the League of Nations system and in particular the lack of control by the Council of the League. 16 Therefore, if one is seeking a basis for the Security Council's action in this field, one has to turn to its inherent powers. The critics of this doctrine, while stressing some unpalatable (as they see it) implications, 17 disregard the fact that the doctrine serves as a guide better to fix the boundaries of the Security Council's competence rather than unduly to enlarge them. If the Security Council has primary responsibility not only for the maintenance, but also for the re-establishment, of peace and security, it is only reasonable that, in the case of the gravest of all violations, namely aggression, it should exercise its authority in order to regulate the consequences of aggression. But, leaving aside the debatable doctrine of implied powers, one can also assess the legitimacy of the Security Council's action by decisively relocating its actions within general international law. The decision to institutionalize the mechanism of compensation after what would at that time have been called an international crime has to be viewed not as a politically charged and punitive measure against a pariah state, but rather as a way to enhance the enforcement of the international legal order.
18 Seen in this light, the preferred view of whether the UN acted on the basis of its own constitutional framework or as a material organ of the international community, as another theory suggests, 19 should not change the judgment as to the substantial legitimacy of the UNCC.
The UNCC's Composition and Functioning
A criticism repeatedly raised is to consider the UNCC Governing Council as an alter ego of the Security Council, with the consequence that the latter would act 'as law-maker, prosecutor and judge' at the same time. 20 This view is untenable, according to what has already been said in regard to the Security Council's intention to abide by general international law. It is equally incorrect to identify the UNCC Governing Council with the Security Council, merely on the basis of the identical composition of the two bodies.
21 It suffices to note that the UNCC decides as a rule by majority voting without the possibility of a veto, and that only decisions relating to questions of measures to ensure Iraqi payments into the Fund are taken by consensus, which paradoxically weakens instead of strengthens the permanent members' position.
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As for the functioning of the UNCC, it is remarkable that its very first decision, adopted symbolically enough on the anniversary of Iraq's invasion, gave precedence to the processing of claims by individuals not exceeding US$100,000, as opposed to claims by corporations and governments. 23 The political intent of the UNCC, to offer a 24 Cf. Alzamora, 'Reflections', supra note 22. On this point, one has to share the criticism by Graefrath, 'Iraqi Reparations', supra note 12, at 44, who observes that the non-exclusiveness of the procedure 'makes clear that there is no incentive for Iraq to comply with a procedure which cannot finally settle the issue'. A major feature of all past post-war settlements, and notably after the Second World War, was to dispose of the matter once for all with such devices as waivers of claims and bars to access to domestic courts. very different model to that of the US-Iran Claims Tribunal, is evident here, 24 and was strengthened in 1994 by Decision No. 17 of the UNCC, according to which all claims in categories A, B and C would receive a minimum compensation of US$2,500 each, before starting with the payments for category D, E and F claims. 25 The huge and politically charged problem of funding some categories of claimsespecially those relating to the evacuation from Iraq or Kuwait (category A) and those relating to serious personal injury or the death of a spouse, a child or a parent (category B) -has resulted in only modest lump sum payments being made and equally modest ceilings being established for compensation for certain classes of injuries, such as mental pain and anguish. The modest amount of compensation available has brought the Secretary-General first and the UNCC Governing Council later to exclude the exhaustive character of such payments. Possibly, a further ground for stressing its non-exhaustive character was a reticence in taking sides on the question of the nature of the UNCC as an administrative damages assessor or as a proper juridical body. 26 Indeed, there is some controversy on the scope of paragraph 16 of Resolution 687. 27 For some, the Security Council had confined itself to making a statement of principle and entrusted the UNCC with the task of ascertaining case-by-case Iraq's responsibility under international law. 28 For others, the Security Council fully disposed of the matter of Iraq's responsibility and therefore the UNCC was limited to assessing claims and distributing the compensation. 29 However, as was said by the first Executive Secretary, Mr Alzamora, the system envisaged is hybrid. Rightly or wrongly, the Security Council started from the assumption that Iraqi responsibility was already established 'under international law', and therefore created the UNCC with the primary purposes -to use the words of the then Secretary-General Perez de Cuellar -of 'examining claims, verifying their validity, evaluating losses [and] Nevertheless, from time to time, critical voices have been raised against various procedural or substantial aspects of the UNCC's work, which demand a careful analysis.
On Some Procedural Aspects of the UNCC's Work
To begin with alleged procedural flaws, the main criticism concerns Iraq's lack of standing in the UNCC. This is obviously a very sensitive matter, as it deals with fundamental values of fairness and due process.
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Some concern could arise with regard to some of the UNCC's Provisional Rules for Claims Procedure adopted by consensus by the Governing Council on 26 June 1992. Its 43 Articles are divided into four parts: general provisions; the submission and filing of claims; commissioners; and procedures governing the work of the panels. Of outstanding importance for Iraq's position is Article 16, entitled 'Reports and views on claims'. In accordance with this provision, the Executive Secretary is required to make at least quarterly reports to the Governing Council concerning claims received. In addition to certain information regarding the categories of claims submitted, the number of claimants and the total amount of compensation requested, each report should indicate 'significant legal and factual issues raised by the claims'. Within a relative short time of the publishing of the report (30 days for categories A, B and C, and 90 days for categories D, E and F), the Government of Iraq, as well as other governments and international organizations, may present 'additional information and views concerning the report to the Executive Secretary for transmission to Panels of Commissioners'. This is the only institutionalized pathway for Iraq to take cognizance of the claims submitted and to cooperate with the panels of commissioners. However, these limitations on the ability of Iraq to express its views are partly corrected by Articles 35 and 36. The Provisional Rules envisage considerable differences in the processing of small, urgent claims (i.e. categories A, B and C) and the other three categories of claims. Article 35, 'Evidence', requires that claims by corporations and other entities, and claims by governments and international organizations, 'must be supported by documentary and other appropriate evidence'. Article 36 adds that, in unusually large or complex cases, a panel of commissioners may request further written submissions and may invite individuals, corporations, governments, international organizations or other entities to present their views in oral proceedings (Article 36(a)) or may request 'additional information from any other source . . . as necessary' (Article 36(b) ). It is thanks to these procedural devices that the panels of commissioners can establish a solid link with the Iraqi Government. So far, all panels entrusted with the settlement of unusually large or complex cases have availed themselves of the opportunity of asking Iraq to express its views in written form, and have taken those views into account even when they arrived late. Recently, there have even been oral proceedings at the request of Iraq, in which it could present its views. 34 In the Executive Secretariat's view, the panels' practice transmitting claims files to Iraq is applied in the following cases:
1 where the Government of Iraq is a party to a contract forming part of the subject-matter of the claim; 2 where the situs of the alleged loss is in Iraq; 3 when Iraq's view is otherwise helpful in order to verify or evaluate the claim; and 4 where the amount claimed is more than US$100 million.
In conclusion, it is submitted that the UNCC's procedures do not infringe fundamental due process requirements, although much is left to the sense of fairness of the individual panels.
A practical question concerns the possibility of making part of the Commission's budget or operating reserve available to Iraq for the purposes of allowing Iraq to seek technical expertise and assistance in preparing its responses to claims. A similar request was formally submitted by the Iraqi Government on 27 July 1996 on the eve 35 The 'Request to the Governing Council of the UNCC on Behalf of the Government of Iraq' of 27 July 1996, drawn up by the Lalive Legal Office in Geneva, is on file with the author. of the assessment of the first large category D, E and F claims, but on that occasion the request was denied. 35 While there is no duty either on the UNCC or on the Security Council to concede such a request, there are some good reasons for doing so, not least to enhance the UNCC's overall efficiency. Therefore, the recent decision taken by the Governing Council to provide technical assistance to Iraq in respect of environmental claims (category F4 claims), because of 'their complexity and the limited amount of relevant international practice', 36 has to be welcomed. Turning now to another UNCC procedural peculiarity, it is striking that the rules regarding the submission of claims do not follow the traditionally espousal model. The role of governments is restricted to the collection and transmission of individual claims. That the recipients of the sums awarded by the UNCC are not governments (with the exception of their own claims in category F) but their citizens is made clear by the Provisional Rules and UNCC decisions. For example, Article 5(3) and Article 11(2)(c) of the Provisional Rules establish that, in the case of a corporation or other private legal entity whose state of incorporation or organization fails to submit a claim falling within the applicable criteria, the corporation or entity may itself make the claim to the Commission within three months, stating in its application why its claim is not being submitted by a government.
Governing Council Decision No. 18 acknowledges the responsibility of states to establish their own mechanisms to distribute payments in a fair, efficient and timely manner, but under the control of the UNCC.
37 Therefore, if a state fails to distribute funds within six months of their receipt or does not submit reports to the Executive Secretary documenting the payments made within the prescribed time, the Governing Council may decide as a last resort not to distribute further funds to that particular state. Unfortunately, the rule omits to specify the consequences of this decision, namely, whether the Governing Council may instead distribute the funds directly to the individuals or whether the state incurs any liability towards its citizens. Where a government fails to transmit a corporation's claim, the corporation may make its claim directly; by analogy, therefore, where a government fails to pass on any compensation awarded, the compensation ought instead to be given directly to the claimant.
The privileged position of the individual claimant in the UNCC system -which is to be welcomed as possibly the most significant contribution of the UNCC to the development of international law in the field of claims settlement 38 -argues against a requirement of strict conformity with the customary rules on diplomatic protection, It is remarkable that the ILC Special Rapporteur, James Crawford, in his Third Report on State Responsibility, mentioned the UNCC, alongside other courts and tribunals, as a relevant body dealing with issues of reparation. The Special Rapporteur, while admitting elements of lex specialis in the work of such bodies, maintains that there is a general presumption in international law against the existence of wholly self-contained regimes in the field of reparation. Cf. Crawford, supra note 5, at para. 156. 43 Cf. Fox, supra note 20, at 277. and is a sufficient reason to justify the many innovations as regards the continuity-ofnationality rule, the effective nationality rule and the protection of non-nationals. 39 What is important for the UNCC is to avoid the risk that the individual receives a double compensation. To that end, the Governing Council adopted Decision No. 13, in which it established guidelines aimed at avoiding multiple recovery within the UNCC, and invited governments to provide the Commission with information regarding inter alia any lawsuit pending against Iraq in the courts of their jurisdiction, or any compensation awarded by those courts, for losses suffered as a result of Iraq's invasion and occupation of Kuwait.
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On Some Substantive Aspects of the UNCC's Work
Here some preliminary remarks are appropriate. Based on the ancillary position which Article 31 of the Provisional Rules reserves to international law, it would appear, in the Governing Council's view, that the UNCC system could function almost entirely in a self-sufficient way. This assumption of unfettered discretion on the part of the Governing Council may appear overly self-confident and may in fact prove unattainable, but, as has been rightly observed by Bederman, 41 there would be nothing wrong per se with the UNCC elaborating an 'exquisitely developed' lex specialis. That would of course operate to the detriment of the precedential value of the UNCC's jurisprudence in the process of customary international law, but would not necessarily operate to the detriment of its legitimacy. 42 On the other hand, the opinion cannot be shared of those commentators who think that the international law rules on state responsibility are too general, too abstract and in some regards too disputed to provide guidance and who suggest instead turning to the more specific and limited rules of the law of war. 43 is doubly flawed, because it denies the capability of the general international law rules on responsibility to cope with the consequences of an aggression and it artificially insulates the rules of the law of war from general international law. Before discussing the UNCC's jurisprudence, a brief mention must be made of the formulation of paragraph 16 of Resolution 687. Some commentators have contested the term 'direct loss' as being devoid of meaning. As the former Special Rapporteur to the ILC on the subject of state responsibility, Arangio-Ruiz, clearly demonstrated, the formula has indeed been employed in many arbitral awards in the past, but mainly as a device to justify the arbitrators' decision not to allow compensation for a particular class of claims because of a lack of causality, whatever the particular concept of causality used by them might have been. 44 Admittedly, the use of the term 'direct losses' by the Security Council may seem inopportune, bound to a specific Anglo-Saxon tradition and old-fashioned, but nevertheless one still wonders what the criticism aims at. Far from increasing Iraq's liability for losses, use of the term 'direct' to qualify the loss will, if anything, reduce Iraq's liability for losses. 45 Decision Nos 11 and 19 of the Governing Council can be understood in this sense, decisions which respectively exclude (with some exceptions) the eligibility for compensation of members of the Allied coalition force for loss or injury arising as a consequence of their involvement in military operations against Iraq, 46 and (with no exceptions) the eligibility for compensation for the costs of the Allied coalition forces, including those of military operations against Iraq, 47 despite their obvious and direct link to the fact of the Iraqi invasion and occupation of Kuwait.
As for the UNCC's work, here, too, a more detailed analysis is required in order to establish how and why some of the criticisms made might prove well-founded. Given the scope of the present contribution, it will not be possible to review every particular aspect of the by now copious UNCC jurisprudence. Attention will instead be focused on 48 Christenson, supra note 39, at 358. some fundamental and intertwined issues such as attribution, causality and directness of loss. Anticipating the outcome of this research, one may say that on the whole the UNCC's work stands up well to the parameters laid down by the ILC in its codification project on state responsibility. 48 As to the question of attribution, some commentators have strongly criticized the attribution of responsibility to Iraq for damages resulting from military operations by either side and from the breakdown of civil order in Kuwait and Iraq during the period from 2 August 1990 to 2 March 1991. It seems opportune to consider the two headings separately, since they present different aspects.
As to the first (damages resulting from military operations by either side), the starting point is the existence in contemporary international law of a norm which post bellum permits or even demands the liability of the aggressor state, charging it with an obligation to make good not only the entire amount of damage caused by itself, but also damage arising from the legitimate exercise of self-defence by the state that is the victim of the aggression. The only damage which the attacked state cannot place at the door of the aggressor is of course that resulting from the former's own grave violations of humanitarian law under the four Geneva Conventions of 1949.
As for the second heading (losses arising from the breakdown of civil order in Kuwait and Iraq), it is true that the question of attribution still plays a central role in the international system of state responsibility, but it is not correct to maintain that the UNCC's decision to attribute such losses to Iraq is unprecedented in international law. In the Samoan Claims case in 1902, the US-UK commissioners awarded compensation to German citizens for damages occurring during the 1899 military operations, not because of the bombardments, but because of plundering by the indigenous population during the absence of a governmental administration. 49 Similarly, in the well-known Naulilaa case, decided in 1928, the arbitrators attributed to Germany responsibility for damage suffered by Portugal in its colonies because of the indigenous rebellion which broke out after the German reprisal, arguing on the basis of the 'reasonable foreseeability' of the consequences that the German action set in motion. 50 Indeed, in a situation of total breakdown of civil order, the focus of attention should shift from the narrow and specific rules on attribution and agency to the broader issue of causation, as the two cases discussed above show, and as has already been suggested by some commentators with respect to situations involving insurgency and revolution, such as those prevailing in Iran in 1979. 51 Turning to the question of causation, it does not seem that the Governing Council has drawn from the term 'direct losses' consequences which could not otherwise be inferred from customary norms of state responsibility. One possible exception is that of 52 Cf. Decision No. 3, 'Personal Injury and Mental Pain and Anguish', Doc. A/AC 26/1991/3, 23 October 1991, reproduced in 31 ILM (1992) 1028. According to this decision, compensation will also be provided for non-pecuniary injuries resulting from mental pain and anguish arising from, for example, the fact that the individual witnessed the intentional infliction of death, dismemberment, significant disfigurement, sexual assault on his or her spouse, child or parent (Article 3(d) ), or from the fact that the individual was forced to hide for more than three days 'on account of a manifestly well-founded fear for one's life or of being taken hostage or illegally detained' (Article 3(f)). In a working paper presented by the Executive Secretary some days before the adoption of Decision No. 3 (WP 12 Secretariat, 7 October 1991), it was stated that 'mere injury to feelings unaccompanied by physical injury is considered only when it is a direct result of a tort committed against a victim'. In the same sense, cf. Crook, supra note 32, at 154, for whom 'the Council's work defining serious personal injury and allowable claims for mental pain and anguish is essentially legislative'. On the other hand, the decision of the UNCC Governing Council to establish fixed (and modest) amounts for compensation for mental pain and anguish appears to be, as noted in a working paper of the Executive Secretary (WP 18 Secretary, 20 November 1991), 'virtually unprecedented in both municipal and international law'. the compensatability for an individual's mental pain and anguish where such mental pain and anguish is not accompanied by any physical injury or pecuniary losses; 52 this innovation should be welcomed as a progressive development in international claims settlement. Here it should be noted that the Governing Council, in its Decision Nos 1 and 7, 53 determined the meaning of 'direct loss, damage or injury' in the following terms:
1 military operations or the threat of military action by either side during the period from 2 August 1990 to 2 March 1991; 2 departure from or inability to leave Iraq or Kuwait (or a decision not to return) during that period; 3 actions by officials, employees or agents of the Government of Iraq or its controlled entities during that period in connection with the invasion or occupation; 4 the breakdown of civil order in Kuwait or Iraq during that period; and 5 hostage-taking or other illegal detention.
The (perfectly legitimate) position of the UNCC seems to be that of recognizing a regime of the global responsibility of Iraq for all the consequences of its aggression, but then limiting and specifying that liability in individual cases. To that extent, it is right to state that the question of causation requires different considerations depending on the different categories of claim. Nonetheless, it is necessary first to consider two more general questions, the first concerning business losses and the second concerning 'parallel causation'.
As to business losses, the Governing Council adopted a specific decision on business losses, the types of damages and their valuation. According to Decision No. 9, the economic value of a business may include loss of future earnings and profits 'where they can be ascertained with reasonable certainty', 54 be limited to losses in connection with contracts or past business practice, losses relating to tangible assets and losses relating to income-producing properties (the latter incidentally present the advantage of being easier to prove). 55 In particular, with reference to the quantum of the latter, the Governing Council has followed contemporary international law standards: 56 on the premise that the business was a going concern, the Governing Council uses various alternative methods of deriving a quantum of loss, such as the market value method, the discounted cash flow method and the price/earnings method, without expressing a preference for any one particular method of valuation.
In considering the second question, parallel causation (i.e. where losses can be attributed to more than one cause), the Governing Council was confronted with the difficult task of drawing a distinction between damage due to the fact of the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait and that due to the operation of the UN sanctions, the so-called embargo losses. Embargo claims include those relating to the general increase of oil prices, or freight and insurance premiums, or the decrease in tourism or the loss of revenues from maritime and air traffic.
Already, in some earlier decisions, the Governing Council had affirmed that neither the trade embargo and related measures nor the economic situation caused thereby would be accepted as a basis for compensation. Nevertheless, some cases could prove more intractable under such a general heading, such as those relating to the loss sustained by a ship, which could not unload, first, because of the fighting and, later, because of the embargo; or the loss sustained by a construction or engineering company which evacuated its employees because of the fighting before the project was completed and which could not later recover sums due to it for work done because of the freezing of all commercial transactions. The difficult question which the Governing Council had to solve was whether compensation should be awarded where the loss or damage was a direct result of Iraq's invasion, notwithstanding the fact that it might also have been attributable to the trade embargo. The Governing Council gave a positive answer in its Decision No. 15 and awarded full compensation without any reduction for the parallel cause.
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This solution may appear innovative when compared with the historical precedents of war claims settlements. After the First World War, even the French-German Mixed Arbitral Tribunal, known for its strict attitude towards any defence raised by Germany, decided in many instances that Germany, although generally responsible for requisition measures taken against enemy individuals, was not to be held liable for certain damages which would have occurred anyway because of the state of war. 58 The exception to responsibility due to an intervening parallel causation -whether due to force majeure or to a genuinely alternative cause -is generally maintained in the legal literature. 59 But, on a closer look, the legal standard is less well-defined, as shown by the different views of the two Special Rapporteurs on State Responsibility, Arangio-Ruiz and Crawford, the first admitting and the second denying a partial reduction of a state's liability in cases of parallel causes. 60 On balance, the UNCC position is entirely legitimate, especially in view of the principle of liability post bellum of the aggressor. If by contemporary standards of international law the state responsible for an aggression can no longer rely on a state of war caused by its own conduct as a force majeure defence, neither may it take advantage of the existence of collective coercive measures adopted by the international community against its misdeeds.
Yet, a final question must still be raised, namely, whether Iraq should be obliged to pay compensation when the parallel causation was a genuine case of 'act of God'. The Governing Council did not provide for a particular exception for this type of case, but nothing in its decisions prevents single panels of commissioners reaching a conclusion in accordance with general principles of law. 61 Some doubts have been raised also with regard to the Security Council's decision in paragraph 16 of Resolution 687 to make Iraq liable for 'environmental damage and the depletion of natural resources'. The Security Council's decision may represent a novelty in the practice of war reparations, but it is not per se a novel theory. Even if one concedes that the law of warfare is still in need of clearer and more stringent rules on the protection of the environment, 62 it is nevertheless a well-established principle, already enshrined in Article 53 of the fourth Geneva Convention, that the occupying power may not destroy 'real or personal property belonging individually or collectively to private persons, or to the State, or to other public authorities, or to social or cooperative organizations'. It is true that Article 53 excepts destruction which is dictated by absolute military necessity, but it is also true that -leaving aside here the question of the practical usefulness of the environment-spoiling measures ordered by Saddam Hussein before withdrawing from Kuwait 63 -contemporary international law does permit, if not demand, the post bellum liability of the aggressor, as the 'unjust' belligerent, by denying him the exculpatory ground of military necessity. 64 It is interesting to note that not even Iraq dared to question the soundness of the Security Council's decision to make environmental damage compensatable, but it preferred to defend itself by questioning the authenticity and trustworthiness of Kuwaiti evidence on this matter. In a category E claim submitted by the Kuwait Oil Company (KOC) for the losses and costs incurred by the setting alight of 788 Kuwaiti oil wells, 65 the Iraqi Government, before deciding no longer to participate in the proceedings in protest against alleged discriminatory procedural rules, sent a letter to the panel, in which it accused Kuwait and its allies of having falsified evidence in order to mask the fact that the well fires were due to indiscriminate Allied bombing after 17 January 1991, which therefore had to be considered an 'intervening event', thus breaking the chain of causality. The panel took special care in assessing the veracity of KOC's assertions and eventually relied on Article 21(a) of Decision No. 7, according to which Iraq shall be liable for any 'military operations or threat of military action by either side during the period 2 August 1990 to 2 March 1991'.
While the question of Iraq's liability has been definitively disposed of, the insertion of the environmental damage head into Resolution 687 raises some questions of a more general nature. On the one hand, neither the resolution nor the relevant part of Decision No. 7 sets any limit on the geographical location of losses, a circumstance which could have given rise to difficult issues of proof of causation and of evidence, were it not for the fact that eventually only the states of the Gulf region and no international organization had submitted claims in the first group of the F4 category. 66 On the other hand, there are strict time limits which reduce the possibility of accurately assessing the damage: first, the damage must have occurred between 2 August 1990 and 2 March 1991; and, secondly, the governments had to file their claims by 1 February 1997. It is obvious that time limits had to be set, in order not to keep Iraq indefinitely exposed to whatever claims for whatever amount may be made. Yet, it is clear, too, that environmental damage of such magnitude will most probably have long-term, widespread and at present not yet fully apparent negative effects. For example, the panel recommended no compensation for a claim of US$826,000 submitted by Iran, for a study on the use of genetically modified bacteria to combat residual oil pollution. The panel started by noting that 'evidence indicates that bacterial biodegradation of oil is most effective if undertaken soon after an oil spill', but significantly added that 'the Panel has serious reservations about the deliberate release of genetically modified organisms into the environment . . . In the absence of reliable scientific knowledge about the threat posed by these organisms, it is not advisable for Iran to undertake such a potentially risky procedure' ('Report and Recommendations Made by the Panel of Commissioners Concerning the First Instalment of "F4" Claims', supra note 34, at paras 169 et seq). Therefore the present author does not fully agree with the view expressed by Aznar-Gomez, supra note 66, according to whom the UNCC system for environmental claims 'provides us with relative landmarks, and, as a precedent, it is scarcely useful for future normal international claims for environmental harm' (ibid, at 332, emphasis in the original). Therefore, the panel entrusted with category F4 claims had first to master the difficult task of determining whether and to what extent expenses incurred by states resulting from monitoring and assessment activities already undertaken or to be undertaken to identify and evaluate the damage could be characterized as 'direct environmental damage'. 67 In this field, as in many other related fields, the panel will have to break new ground and take precedent-setting decisions which will have effects which will go well beyond the specific claims submitted to it.
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Overview of the Panel's Work
Taking a broad overview of the jurisprudence of the panels of commissioners, it can be seen that the commissioners are not only exemplary in their fairness and impartiality -as one would expect, given the level of professionalism and scholarship shared by most commissioners -but that their work is a significant contribution to the clarification and development of various rules of international law on claims settlement.
Among the main contributions made by the category C panel -which by June 1999 completed its task 69 -mention should be made of decisions of the panel relating to the assessment of damages for mental pain and anguish, particularly in view of both the novelty of the UNCC's decision to compensate for mental pain and anguish and the inherent difficulty of the subject-matter. The commissioners sought assistance where appropriate from a group of experts in psychiatry, psychology, medicine and war medicine, but in the end it was the commissioners who made the often very difficult decisions on causality.
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With regard to the work of the category D panel, the juridical questions were similar to those of the category C panel, with the difference that in category D cases larger sums were involved. Due to the essential similarity of the legal issues in category C and category D cases, the category D panel was well aware of the importance of establishing standards consistent with those set by the category C panel. So far, on the whole, this has been successfully accomplished, with only minor divergences. One such divergence has occurred with regard to compensation for economic losses due to the death of a relative. Whereas the category C panel confined itself to an average actuarial method of calculation considered both 'conservative and equitable', 71 the category D panel adopted a very sophisticated method of calculation, by distinguishing between those deceased with a stable and documented income prior to 2 August 1990 and those deceased without such an income, and depending also on the age of the deceased, the familial link with the claimant, and the inflation rate in the country of residence.
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Being aware of the complexity of many questions concerning category E claims, the Governing Council entrusted four different panels of commissioners with the task of resolving category E claims. 73 Summing up, all four panels have exercised the utmost stringency in evaluating losses. Particularly remarkable are the criteria laid down in the E2 panel's reports, which are exemplary in their juridical skilfulness and insight on many aspects of international claims rules. Special attention was given to the requirement of directness of losses. The commissioners went so far as to develop their own interpretative criteria of the events and circumstances listed in paragraph 21 of Decision No. 7 in the particular context of the claims under review. Therefore, with regard to the 'threat of military action' mentioned in paragraph 21(a) of Decision No. 7, the commissioners delineated with precision the limits of the compensatable areas and periods, distinguished claims by country and by business sector. For example, with regard to the air transport industry's claims, the commissioners decided that in respect of cancelled air operations to Kuwait the compensatable period ran from 2 August 1990 to 22 April 1991, because only from that latter date could regular operations by foreign airlines be resumed, while no losses alleged to have been sustained inter alia in Cyprus, Egypt or Turkey were allowed, because the military operations or the threats of military actions in those regions were deemed insufficient to meet the requirements of directness. 74 As regards category F claims, it is probably still premature to determine with certainty the jurisprudence of the four panels. Yet it is possible from the reports already released, especially those of the F1 panel competent for government claims for losses related to departure and evacuation costs as well as for damage to physical property and for claims of international organizations, to discern some principles. 75 Among the costs typically incurred by governments which the panel has been ready to compensate are those relating to the evacuation and repatriation of individuals, even from countries other than Iraq or Kuwait, such as Saudi Arabia or Israel. In line with precedents from category C or E panels, humanitarian considerations led the F1 panel to evaluate with some generosity the evacuation costs, by admitting costs for medical assistance during and after evacuation, as well as subsidies to repatriated individuals for up to seven months.
In contrast, the panel's view is much stricter with regard to costs related to the public service. Indeed, some governments seem to have lost all sense of a reasonable perspective in presenting their claims. For example, one government submitted a claim for extra lunch vouchers for a crisis-management team in the foreign affairs ministry, while another government sought compensation for the purchase of emergency equipment such as blankets, mattresses and gas stoves for its embassies in the region. 76 However, more interesting from a theoretical point of view are the claims related to the exercise of diplomatic protection, such as those for costs incurred for the organization of evacuation operations, or for the maintenance of diplomatic relations, such as the transfer of diplomats and their families, or the rent of buildings for embassies and staff residences which were not used. Quite rightly, the commissioners refused to allow any indemnity for costs which by their very nature are connected to the diplomatic function and its inherent risks.
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Conclusion
Up to 26 July 2001, the UN Compensation Commission had resolved almost all of the 2.6 million cases submitted to it and had awarded compensation to approximately 1.5 million of those cases in a total amount of US$35 billion, of which more than US$12 billion has already been paid to claimants. The figures are impressive, and the UNCC can look back at the work it has done with satisfaction for the relief brought to the injured, and for the contribution made to the development of international law. Yet the compensation sought by the 10,550 claims still outstanding at the time of writing is six times greater than the whole of the compensation so far awarded, totalling some US$200 billion, a half of which is claimed by Kuwait. 
